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Abstract Aerosol properties above clouds have been retrieved over the South East Atlantic Ocean during
the ﬁre season 2006 using satellite observations from POLDER (Polarization and Directionality of Earth
Reﬂectances). From June to October, POLDER has observed a mean Above-Cloud Aerosol Optical Thickness
(ACAOT) of 0.28 and a mean Above-Clouds Single Scattering Albedo (ACSSA) of 0.87 at 550 nm. These results
have been used to evaluate the simulation of aerosols above clouds in ﬁve Aerosol Comparisons between
Observations and Models (Goddard Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and Transport (GOCART), Hadley Centre
Global Environmental Model 3 (HadGEM3), European Centre Hamburg Model 5-Hamburg Aerosol Module 2
(ECHAM5-HAM2), Oslo-Chemical Transport Model 2 (OsloCTM2), and Spectral Radiation-Transport Model for
Aerosol Species (SPRINTARS)). Most models do not reproduce the observed large aerosol load episodes. The
comparison highlights the importance of the injection height and the vertical transport parameterizations to
simulate the large ACAOT observed by POLDER. Furthermore, POLDER ACSSA is best reproduced by models
with a high imaginary part of black carbon refractive index, in accordance with recent recommendations.

1. Introduction
The large uncertainties related to aerosol radiative impacts are a major concern in climate research [Boucher
et al., 2013; Myhre et al., 2013a]. When aerosols are horizontally collocated with clouds, the estimation of their
radiative forcing is challenging because of the variety and the complexity of the interaction processes.
Aerosols have a direct impact on the Earth radiative budget by scattering and absorbing radiations. These
interactions inﬂuence the vertical proﬁle of temperature and humidity, which affects the formation and
the development of clouds (semidirect effect). Aerosols have also an impact on the cloud albedo, lifetime,
and precipitation by acting as cloud condensation nuclei (indirect effects). Therefore, overlapping of aerosol
and cloud layers is a key situation that helps understand the aerosol impacts on the Earth system.
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The South East Atlantic Ocean (SEAO) is a particularly good region for analyzing the full range of aerosol perturbations [Keil and Haywood, 2003]. From June to September, biomass burning aerosols are injected into the
atmosphere in Southern Africa and are often transported westward to the coast. Smoke plumes are frequently
observed above the semipermanent deck of stratocumulus clouds over the ocean [Devasthale and Thomas,
2011]. Composed of a complex combination of black and organic carbon [Saleh et al., 2014], smoke aerosol
plumes absorb UV and visible light. Above highly reﬂective clouds, their Direct Radiative Effect (DRE) is usually
positive because aerosol absorption reduces local planetary albedo. Recent studies based on remote sensing
observations have shown that the DRE of Above-Cloud Aerosols (ACA) is typically strong over the SEAO and
can reach instantaneous values larger than +130 Wm 2 [DeGraaf et al., 2012; Peers et al., 2015]. However, global
aerosol models do not reproduce such high DRE [DeGraaf et al., 2014]. Moreover, a large spread in DRE
estimates is observed within AeroCom (Aerosol Comparisons between Observations and Models) models in this
region [Myhre et al., 2013b; Stier et al., 2013]. This highlights the need to better constrain aerosol and cloud properties, and especially those controlling the DRE of ACA: the amount of aerosols above clouds, their absorption,
and the albedo of the underlying clouds. In this study, the ﬁrst two parameters will be addressed.
POLDER/AEROCOM COMPARISON ABOVE CLOUDS
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In the last few years, methods have been developed to derive aerosol properties above clouds from passive
satellite measurements. On the one hand, Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) and Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) observations have been used to retrieve simultaneously the AboveCloud Aerosol Optical Thickness (ACAOT) and cloud properties, such as the Aerosol-Corrected Cloud Optical
Thickness (ACCOT) and the cloud droplet effective radius [Torres et al., 2012; Jethva et al., 2013; Meyer et al.,
2015]. However, those algorithms rely on a prescription of an aerosol model, notably their Above-Cloud
Single Scattering Albedo (ACSSA), because total radiances are mostly sensitive to the absorption of the overlaying aerosols. On the other hand, polarized radiances provide and additional constraint because they carry the
scattering of the aerosol layer above liquid clouds [Waquet et al., 2009]. POLDER (Polarization and Directionality
of Earth Reﬂectances) aboard the PARASOL (Polarization and Anisotropy of Reﬂectances for Atmospheric
Science coupled with Observations from a Lidar) satellite [Tanré et al., 2011] has the unique capability of
measuring not only total radiances but also polarized radiances for several wavelengths and viewing angles.
In order to fully exploit the potential of this instrument, the method developed by Waquet et al. [2013a,
2013b] to retrieve the ACAOT from polarized measurement has been recently improved with total radiances
[Peers et al., 2015] and now also retrieves the ACSSA and the ACCOT. Those new remote sensing retrievals offer
new possibilities to assess more aspects of the numerical simulations of aerosols. DeGraaf et al. [2014] have
carried out a comparison of the aerosol DRE obtained with Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for
Atmospheric Chartography with the HadGEM2 model. However, comparing aerosol properties (i.e., ACAOT
and ACSSA) is necessary to understand the processes responsible for diversity in modeled DREs.
This study aims at illustrating the potential of the new POLDER products to constrain the aerosol properties
simulated by ﬁve global models that participated in AeroCom phase II [Myhre et al., 2013b]. The POLDER algorithm has been applied to the SEAO region during the ﬁre season. Descriptions of the POLDER retrieval, the
analyzed models, and the comparison methodology are given in section 2. Results are presented in section 3,
and explanations of the observed differences between models and POLDER are discussed in section 4. Finally,
section 5 summarizes the main ﬁndings.

2. Data and Method
2.1. POLDER Aerosol-Above-Cloud Properties
The multidirectional polarized and total radiances measured by POLDER are used in a complementary way.
The ﬁrst step of the aerosol retrieval consists in the estimation of the scattering AOT and aerosol size distribution. The polarized signal of liquid clouds is characterized by a large peak at a scattering angle Θ ≈ 140°, which
is called the cloud bow, and a small amount of polarization at side scattering angles (i.e., Θ < 130°). Because
the polarized signature only comes from the upper cloud layer, it no longer depends on the COT when the
COT is larger than 3 [Goloub et al., 1994]. When aerosols are located above clouds, the extinction leads to a
reduction of the cloud bow, while scattering processes from the ﬁne mode generates an additional polarization at side scattering angles. Consequently, the scattering AOT and the ﬁne-mode aerosol effective radius
are retrieved based on the signal acquired for Θ < 130° at 670 and 865 nm. The second step of the algorithm
is dedicated to the simultaneous retrieval of the Above-Cloud Absorption AOT (ACAAOT) and the COT with
total radiances. While the signal produced at the top of the clouds is almost spectrally neutral from UV to
shortwave infrared wavelengths [DeGraaf et al., 2012], the spectral signature of the aerosol absorption leads
to a stronger impact on radiances at shorter wavelengths. This is called the color-ratio effect [Jethva et al.,
2013]. Once scattering AOT and aerosol size are known, radiances at 490 nm and 865 nm can be interpreted
as a pair of COT and ACAAOT. Both parts of the retrieval are based on a look-up table approach. The retrieval
is attempted for each 6 × 6 km2 POLDER pixel with COT ≥ 3. To enhance the quality of the product, several ﬁlters are applied. Notably, inhomogeneous clouds are rejected, which represents less than 17% of the observations over the SEAO in August and September 2006. More details about the algorithm and the applied
ﬁlters are provided in the papers of Waquet et al. [2013a, 2013b] and Peers et al. [2015]. The POLDER Level
1 products used in this analysis correspond to the PARASOL Collection 2 v03.02.
The accuracy of the retrieved aerosol properties mainly depends on the assumption made about the real part
of the refractive index (1.47) and the approximation that polarized radiances only account for the scattering
AOT. The impacts of both assumptions on the retrieval have been assessed in Figure 5 of Peers et al. [2015]. In
this analysis, the uncertainty on the ACAOT and the ACSSA has been evaluated for each inversion by
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reporting these errors. Additionally,
the cloud top height (CTH) has been
estimated with POLDER based on
the apparent O2 pressure method
[Vanbauce et al., 2003] since the presence of an aerosol layer above
clouds has little impact on the retrieval [Waquet et al., 2009].
2.2. AeroCom Models and
Comparison Methodology
The AeroCom project brings together
international global aerosol models in
order to better understand and
reduce model diversity by using common experimental data protocols and
emission inventories. Five models
have supplied the daily proﬁles
needed for this analysis: Goddard
Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and
Transport (GOCART), Hadley Centre
Global Environmental Model 3
(HadGEM3), European Centre
Hamburg
Model
5-Hamburg
Aerosol Module 2 (ECHAM5HAM2), Oslo-Chemical Transport
Model 2 (OsloCTM2), and Spectral
Radiation-Transport Model for
Aerosol Species (SPRINTARS). The
runs correspond to the AeroCom
control simulations (A2-CTRL-06)
[Schulz et al., 2009]. Model descriptions are given in Table 1, and
additional information can be
found in Myhre et al. [2013b].
In order to select aerosols above
clouds only, we have used daily vertical proﬁles of the aerosol extinction, the aerosol absorption, and
the cloud fraction (CF). In absence
of more detailed information about
clouds (e.g., the liquid water content), CF proﬁles have been used to
identify the location of the modeled
cloud layer. The CTH is deﬁned as
the altitude where the CF becomes
larger than 15% assuming maximum overlap. Since the POLDER
algorithm rejects the events contaminated by cirrus, the presence
of clouds is not taken into account
in models for altitude larger than
4 km, where clouds are most likely
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in ice or mixed phase. The aerosol extinction and absorption are then integrated from the top of the atmosphere to the cloud top height in order to compute ACAOT and ACAAOT. Finally, each 6 × 6 km2 POLDER
observation is compared with the co-located modeled aerosol properties. For each model, comparison to
POLDER is done only where both POLDER and the model have clouds.
The impact of the CF threshold has been examined by considering thresholds of 15% ± 3%. Because the
modeled vertical proﬁle of CF shows a well-deﬁned layer at low altitude, the threshold has a small impact,
with a maximum mean change of ±3% only for the ACAOT and less than ±1% for the ACSSA.

3. Results
The comparison between POLDER and AeroCom models is performed in terms of CTH, ACAOT, and ACSSA at
550 nm over the SEAO region (5°N–30°S, 20°E–20°W) for the ﬁre season 2006. Figure 1 shows the ACAOT and
ACSSA time series from June to October. Variation of the POLDER ACAOT is consistent with the DRE seasonality observed by DeGraaf et al. [2014]. On average over the 5 months, POLDER retrieves an ACAOT equal to
0.28 with an uncertainty interval ranging from 0.26 to 0.36. The ACAOT derived from models shows a large
spread. OsloCTM2 is the model that best reproduces the satellite estimations of the ACAOT regarding both
the temporal evolution (e.g., the peaks in July, August, and September) and the average over the period
(i.e., 0.26). The ACAOT derived from GOCART is half that of POLDER with a mean value of 0.15. The amount
of aerosols above clouds in HadGEM3, ECHAM5-HAM2, and SPRINTARS hardly exceeds 0.1 with averages
of 0.08, 0.09, and 0.09, respectively. The analysis of the mean SSA proﬁles for August–September have
revealed a distinct above-cloud layer in all models. This indicates that no signiﬁcant amount of biomass burning aerosols is located within the cloud. The temporal evolution of the aerosol absorption from POLDER can
be divided in two periods. The ACSSA decreases from 0.89 in June to a minimum of 0.84 at the beginning of
July. Then, a steady upward trend is observed reaching ACSSA = 0.92 in late October. From June to October,
POLDER has retrieved a mean ACSSA of 0.87 ± 0.02. All ﬁve models reproduce the temporal evolution of the
ACSSA, which is most likely due to the seasonal variation of biomass burning black carbon emissions.
Simulations of ACSSA can be split into two groups. First, OsloCTM2 and SPRINSTARS give higher ACSSA estimations with mean values of 0.90 and 0.94. Second, the ACSSA derived from GOCART, HadGEM3, and
ECHAM5-HAM2 are closer to POLDER with averages of 0.87, 0.87, and 0.86, respectively. However, no model
reproduces the small ACSSA retrieved at the beginning of June. Note that it can be more difﬁcult to retrieve
the aerosol size distribution from polarized measurements for small aerosol load, which can impact the
ACSSA estimation. In June, the extinction Ångström exponent is around 1.9 in this region, which is consistent
with biomass burning particles. The low POLDER ACSSA could also be explained by the increased burning
activity in Namibia due to the early-dry season burn policy introduced there in 2006 [Pricope and
Binford, 2012].
We now focus on August and September, when the aerosol load above clouds is largest. Figure 2 shows the
POLDER and the modeled ACAOT and ACSSA. POLDER retrieves the largest ACAOT next to the coast for
latitudes between 0°S and 10°S. Averaged ACSSA lower than 0.86 are observed between 10°S and 20°S close
to the aerosol source and the ACSSA increases as the smoke outﬂow gets further from the coast. All models are
able to represent the transport of aerosols to the ocean. This is partly because models nudged their meteorology to reanalyses. The spatial distribution of the ACSSA is better reproduced by HadGEM3 and OsloCTM2 than
GOCART, which obtains the lowest ACSSA at latitudes under 20°S, associated with the lowest ACAOT.
Figure 3 shows the probability density function (PDF) of the CTH, the ACAOT and the ACSSA, respectively. The
distribution of the POLDER CTH peaks at 1.1 km (Figure 3a), which is consistent with previous CALIOP observations in this region [Chand et al., 2009]. The GOCART, HadGEM3, and OsloCTM2 CTH are close to the
POLDER estimations. The ECHAM5-HAM2 and the SPRINTARS PDF peaks at lower altitudes (i.e., around
0.6 km), and the distribution is wider in ECHAM5-HAM2. However, the CTH derived from the models is situated within a reasonably narrow range of values, which validates our detected of cloud layer in the models.
The POLDER ACAOT has a large temporal and spatial variability (Figure 3b), with a standard deviation (SD) of
0.23. It reveals that the presence of aerosols above clouds is due to sporadic particle plumes. Apart from
OsloCTM2 that efﬁciently reproduces the POLDER PDF, the distributions of other models are too narrow
and shifted to small ACAOTs. This lack of large aerosol loads above clouds is one reason that prevents these
models from giving high instantaneous DRE values [DeGraaf et al., 2014].
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In order to compare the ACSSA of
events with the most important
potential radiative impact, Figure 3c
shows only the ACSSA for 30% of
events with the largest ACAOT.
The POLDER distribution peaks at
0.87 ± 0.02, which covers both the
GOCART and the HadGEM3 mean
values (0.88 and 0.85). The peaks
of the ECHAM5-HAM2 and the
OsloCTM2 distribution are close with
averages of 0.84 and 0.90. The aerosols above clouds derived from
SPRINTARS are the most scattering
with a mean ACSSA of 0.94. The
seasonal variations of the ACSSA are
larger than retrieval errors with a SD
of 0.023 ± 0.004. The spread of the
GOCART and HadGEM3 distribution
is consistent with POLDER (SD of
0.025 and 0.023). The variability of
Figure 1. Time series of the ACAOT and ACSSA at 550 nm over the SEAO
the ACSSA derived from ECHAM5(5°N–30°S, 20°E–20°W) for the ﬁre season 2006. Each point corresponds to a HAM2 is twice as large as that of
10 day average. The gray zone corresponds to the POLDER retrieval
POLDER (SD = 0.046). In contrast, the
uncertainty.
OsloCTM2 and SPRINTARS distributions are sharp (SD of 0.010 and
0.016). In order to assess the validity of the POLDER comparison, AERONET level 2.0 SSA retrievals for inland sites
of Southern Africa (10°S–35°S, 10°E–40°E) in August and September have been co-located with SSAs from
models. The data set stretches from 1995 to 2014, which represents 483 successful retrievals. Figure 3d displays
the PDF obtained for clear-sky SSA. The distribution for ECHAM5-HAM2 is not shown because data were not
available. The AERONET distribution peaks at a slightly lower SSA (0.85) than POLDER. In the same way, the
modeled absorption is stronger in Figure 3d than in Figure 3c. Those differences may be due to aging processes
during the aerosol transport from land to ocean [Sayer et al., 2014]. Also, clear-sky SSA characterizes the
entire atmospheric column, unlike ACSSA which isolates the aerosol layer transported aloft. Otherwise,
POLDER brings a similar constraint to AERONET, but with a much improved spatial coverage and much
more observations. In summary, OsloCTM2 and SPRINTARS overestimate the SSA, while GOCART and
HadGEM3 are closer to POLDER retrievals.

4. Discussion
The differences between the modeled ACAOT and ACSSA partly explain the large spread of the aerosol radiative impact over the SEAO [Myhre et al., 2013b]. This comparison suggests that AeroCom models underestimate the aerosol DRE above clouds because they underestimate the amount of aerosols and/or overestimate
the ACSSA. Diversity in modeled cloud albedo would also contribute, but the model distributions required are
not available in AeroCom. The reasons of the diversity in the modeled aerosol optical properties above clouds
are investigated further below.
First, the diversity in the modeled ACAOT can result from differences in the aerosol removal processes and
transport or in the injection of emissions. Lifetimes of organic carbon and black carbon (BC) aerosols are given
in Table 1. There is no correlation between aerosol lifetimes and ACAOT. Therefore, the underestimation of
the ACAOT does not seem to come from too strong removal processes. However, global lifetimes are probably not representative of aerosols in the SEAO region. Additionally, we have analyzed the importance of the
vertical aerosol proﬁle. The aerosol vertical distribution has been qualitatively assessed near biomass burning
sources (20°N–20°S, 20°E–30°E) by calculating the mean extinction height Zα [Kofﬁ et al., 2012]. In August to
September, OsloCTM2 has a Zα of 2.08 km, which is comparable to the 2.03 km observed by CALIOP over
PEERS ET AL.
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Figure 2. (a) ACAOT and (b) ACSSA at 550 nm over the SEAO from August to September 2006.

approximately the same area (20°N–20°S, 0°E–45°E) in September–November [Kofﬁ et al., 2012]. For the other
models, aerosols are located at lower altitudes: Zα is 1.44, 1.30, 1.33, and 1.22 km for GOCART, HadGEM3,
ECHAM5-HAM2, and SPRINTARS, respectively. Consequently, a correct Zα is important to simulate a realistic
distribution of ACAOT. A reason for the larger Zα of OsloCTM2 could be its higher injection height: it is the
only model to emit aerosols above the boundary layer in Southern Africa. However, the model-based analysis
of Veira et al. [2015a] has shown that only a small fraction of plumes reaches the free troposphere. Also, most
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Figure 3. (a–c) Probability density function (PDF) of aerosol and cloud properties in ACA scenes over the SEAO (5°N–30°S,
20°E–20°W) for August to September 2006. Dashed gray lines correspond to the boundaries of the POLDER retrieval
uncertainty for the ACAOT and the ACSSA. (d) PDF of clear-sky SSA. AERONET level 2 retrievals are compared with colocated SSA derived from AeroCom models for August to September 1995–2014 over Southern Africa (10°N–35°S, 40°E–10°
W). Dashed gray lines correspond to the boundaries of the AERONET retrieval uncertainty for the SSA. (List of AERONET
sites: Bethlehem, Durban UKZN, Elandsfontein, Etosha Pan, Gorongosa, Inhaca, Joberg, Kaloma, Maun Tower, Mfuwe,
Mongu, Mongu Inn, Mwinilunga, Ndola, Pietersburg, Pretoria CSIR-DPSS, Senanga, Sesheke, Skukuza, SKUKUZA AEROPORT,
Solwezi, Wits University, and Zambezi).

of the source are located at altitudes higher than the marine boundary layer. In the absence of vertical transport, this implies that smoke is already injected at altitudes higher than the clouds. Consequently, differences
in emission heights do not fully explain differences in modeled aerosol vertical proﬁles [Kipling et al., 2013;
Veira et al., 2015b]. The strength of the vertical transport, which depends on the convection parameterization
in models, also controls the aerosol vertical distribution, suggesting that model calibration is necessary.
Second, our study reveals the large diversity in the modeled ACSSA. ECHAM5-HAM2 and HadGEM3 are the
models that better reproduce both the spatial distribution and mean of the ACSSA. Both models prescribe
a high imaginary part of the BC refractive index (0.71) following the recommendation of Bond and
Bergstrom [2006]. In contrast, the BC prescription of GOCART and SPRINTARS is less absorbing with an imaginary part of the refractive index of 0.44, based on the WCP model [1986]. OsloCTM2 has combined properties
for BC and organic aerosols (OA) and its SSA for aged biomass burning aerosols is 0.91 at low relative humidity. The mass ratio of BC to OA also affects the SSA. Column-integrated BC:OA ratio for August–September
over the SEAO is similar for HadGEM3, OsloCTM2, and SPRINTARS (5.4%, 6.2%, and 6.1%, respectively), conﬁrming that differences in the modeled ACSSA come from the prescription of the BC refractive index. To
quantify the impact of the BC:OC ratio, Mie calculations of the SSA have been performed, assuming a single
mode lognormal number size distribution with a geometric mean radius of 0.12 μm and a standard deviation
of 1.30, which is consistent with the measurements performed during the SAFARI 2000 campaign for aged
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biomass burning aerosols [Haywood et al., 2003]. For a BC:OA ratio of 5.5%, the SSA is 0.91 when the WCP
refractive index of BC is used, as in SPRINTARS, but decreases to 0.86 with the more recent BC prescription,
as in HadGEM3. ECHAM5-HAM2 and GOCART have a higher BC:OA ratio (11.8% and 7.8%). For a ratio of
7.5%, the SSA obtained with the less absorbing BC prescription is 0.88. It decreases to 0.82 when the more
absorbing BC refractive index is considered. Therefore, using a recent BC prescription allows reproducing
the low SSA observed by POLDER. In addition, the low ACSSA modeled by GOCART for small ACAOT are
attributed to the large contribution of BC to the aerosol load. At latitude lower than 20°S, the BC:OA ratio
is around 8.7%. It could be caused by an over-efﬁcient BC vertical dispersion for GOCART and an underestimation of removal processes [Schwarz et al., 2010, 2013]. The ACSSA of ECHAM5-HAM2 is larger than
expected from its large BC:OA ratio because of contributions of third-party species like sea salt or sulfate.

5. Conclusions
Multidirectional polarized and total radiance measurements from POLDER/PARASOL provide sensitivity to
the scattering and the absorption of aerosol layers located above liquid clouds. A method has been developed to retrieve the ACAOT and ACSSA and the aerosol-corrected COT when the cloud is homogeneous
and optically thick. Retrieved aerosol properties have been compared with AeroCom modeled properties
over the SEAO during the ﬁre season 2006. This region is a good test bed for the representation of aerosols
in cloudy skies in climate models: the absorbing biomass burning aerosols, frequently observed above
clouds, are expected to have an important radiative impact that is currently poorly constrained.
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Five AeroCom models have been compared to POLDER, using vertical proﬁles of the aerosol extinction, the
aerosol absorption, and the CF. This analysis demonstrates that the properties of aerosols above clouds are
associated with a large variability in the models. The ACAOT is underestimated by four of them, which is likely
due to the vertical transport calibration and lower aerosol emission altitudes. This issue is currently analyzed
through the Biomass Burning Emissions Experiments of the AeroCom Phase III. The comparison also reveals
that models with more absorbing BC tend to better reproduce the low ACSSA observed by POLDER. By either
underestimating the aerosol load or the aerosol absorption, all ﬁve models underestimate the ACAAOT,
suggesting an underestimation of the aerosol DRE over the SEAO. This study demonstrates the usefulness
of POLDER retrievals in constraining key aerosol parameters in global aerosol models. The comparison
notably highlights the importance of injection heights, vertical transport, and BC refractive index prescription
in reproducing the aerosol optical properties above clouds over the SEAO.
The aerosol properties are not the only parameter that determines the aerosol DRE above clouds. The accurate knowledge of the cloud albedo is also important. When additional information about the cloud vertical
proﬁle is provided by the models (e.g., the liquid and the frozen water content and the COT), a comparison
with POLDER will become possible since the ACA method allows the retrieval of the aerosol-corrected COT
as well.
Finally, a global comparison of aerosol properties above clouds would increase the understanding of the
factors responsible for model variability. However, the reliability of the method used to select aerosols above
clouds in models has only been tested over the SEAO, where the stratocumulus layer is well deﬁned. The use
of the CF vertical proﬁle to deﬁne the cloud layer becomes difﬁcult for complex cloud covers such as mixed
phase clouds or heterogeneous clouds. Once again, additional cloud information is necessary to perform
such an analysis.
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